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BLACKMON MEMORIALS

72” Georgia Blue Wing monument starting at $1566.00 includes all lettering any Design and Round Granite vase with Pedestal

42” Georgia Blue Double Die and Base starting at $895.00 includes all lettering and Design

24” Georgia Blue Flat Grass Marker starting at $311.00 includes all lettering and any Design and installation

24” Jet Black Grass Marker starting at $425.00 includes all lettering and Standard Etched Design and installation

72” Georgia Blue Wing monument starting at $1566.00 includes all lettering any Design and Round Granite vase with Pedestal

Cross Butterfly Design

24” Jet Black Grass Marker starting at $425.00 includes all lettering and Standard Etched Design and installation

Double Bronze Marker starting at $2350.00 includes lettering and Standard Design, Flower vase unit and Granite Base

Double Bronze Marker starting at $2350.00 includes lettering and Standard Design, Flower vase unit and Granite Base

Double Bronze Marker starting at $2350.00 includes lettering and Standard Design, Flower vase unit and Granite Base

BME-M2125

www.blackmonmemorials.com
1-877-393-6222
For almost 30 years Blackmon Memorials has been designing and crafting personalized granite and marble memorials. As a full-service monument company, we sculpt stone into exceptional and enduring memorial products that pay tribute and respect to individuals whose lives and memories have touched us forever. We offer numerous design options and a broad spectrum of colors from which to choose. We also have extensive experience designing and crafting one-of-a-kind memorials. Blackmon Memorials has one of the largest and most diverse monument displays in the Pee Dee area and offers the best written warranty in the industry. That’s why since 1978, families have placed their trust in Blackmon Memorials to provide them with exceptional quality and outstanding service.

Visit our website for more designs
WWW.BLACKMONMEMORIALS.COM